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Working together on efficient and effective water resources
management
Htun Lwin Oo, Director General, Directorate of
Water Resources and Improvement of River Systems (DWIR)
Ministry for Transport and Communications
In Myanmar, we face severe challenges when it comes to water resources
management. The government has therefore encouraged all responsible agencies
to cooperate, coordinate and implement policies on river conservation, awareness
raising and sustainable water management. To be able to do this, we need to
gather knowledge as well as technology. From DWIR, we were therefore
very enthusiastic about this project with the Delft University of Technology (TU
Delft). By introducing innovations and smart solutions for monitoring and data
collection, we can gain better understanding of our water system. This system
understanding is crucial for us to make the right decisions, based on sound data
and information.
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This project introduced us to new ways of collecting data and monitoring. As
DWIR, we worked together with the start-ups, students and teachers of the
Yangon Technological University (YTU), Myanmar Maritime University (MMU) and
TU Delft. By doing the data collection together, we learned smart and affordable
ways of collecting data and gaining access to open source and satellite data. This
learning by doing approach was very crucial for the success and uptake of this project. It
combined innovations and technology with knowledge transfer and capacity building.
Furthermore, the role of public participation is very important for successful implementation
of Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) in Myanmar. We therefore were
enthusiastic about the “citizen science” aspects in the leapfrogging project. By using
smartphones to collect data, we raised public participation and awareness.
During every progress meeting of the project at DWIR, I was present to hear and discuss
on the activities and demonstrations that were done and proposed. Almost all the results
of the project are very relevant for Myanmar and we will continue to use the research
results, tools and solutions that were shared and demonstrated. We were very pleased
with this project and hope to continue the cooperation with the TU Delft and its partners in
the future.
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Breaking boundaries on data collection:
a smart, high-tech and low-cost approach
Marjan Kreijns
Programme Director VPdelta / Delft University of Technology
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Having lived and worked in South East Asia for 15 years, I thought I had seen and
experienced a lot. But when I arrived in Myanmar in 2008 I was amazed by the beauty
of the country, the commitment of the people and the opportunities as well as
challenges when it comes to water. In Myanmar, water plays a central role in society –
vividly illustrated by the yearly Water festival. Furthermore, Myanmar is relatively rich
in water resources – a long coastline, many large rivers and a variety of lakes.
Unfortunately, this abundance also brings along challenges – in governance,
management and decision-making. In order to be able to make the right decision, one
needs data and information to base that decision upon. Without a decent system
understanding and sufficiently accurate and on-the-ground data, one cannot make factbased decisions nor predict the effect of decision and policy-making. It is exactly this
information and data that is scarce in Myanmar. Therefore, what we did in our Partners
for Water project is turning this information and data scarcity into an advantage by
“leapfrogging”. This meant skipping the less efficient and more expensive (older)
technologies and directly moving on to more advanced and cost-effective ones.
In the past two years, we tested and demonstrated many advanced technologies for
data collection and monitoring by partnering up with 9 Dutch innovative companies,
assisted by staff and students of both Myanmar and Dutch universities and government
departments. By working together with these start-ups and SME’s we introduced smart
and affordable solutions for acquiring data that are fit for the local circumstances. These
testing campaigns and smart solutions are all bundled together nicely in this booklet.
I hope that everyone who reads this will be inspired by the possibilities that are available
and that it will break the existing paradigm that data collection is expensive and timeconsuming – we showed that it can also be done low-cost, high-tech and smart!
Everything we did in this project was done together with our Myanmar partners –
without their commitment and enthusiasm the project would not have been such a
success. In my personal opinion, that was also the key to success – learning together
by doing together. Therefore, a sincere thank you to all the partners in this project and
to Partner for Water Programme for supporting us.
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The key to success: really doing it together
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The leapfrogging project tested and demonstrated many smart
solutions for data collection and monitoring. These tests could
not have been done without the excellent cooperation
between the partners: the Dutch innovative start-ups and
SME’s, the staff and students of the Myanmar and Dutch
universities and the public partners on the Myanmar and Dutch
side. Especially the on-the-ground presence of the Dutch
students and young experts who could work together with the
Myanmar partners was vital. They stayed in Myanmar for
longer periods of time, so that they could do more substantial
tests and also had the time to exchange and transfer the
knowledge to the Myanmar partners. Many of the students
worked together with the staff of the Irrigation and Water
Utilization Management Department, ITC Bago and DWIR as
well as the Yangon Technological University (YTU) and the
Myanmar Maritime University (MMU). The close link and
involvement of the universities and the departments ensured
the understanding and uptake of the innovations that were
introduced and the eventual success.
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Leapfrogging Delta Management: From data to impact
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Innovation is a long process – a process of trial and error. But in our joint
project we introduced the term ‘leapfrogging’. This meant skipping the less
efficient and more expensive technologies and moving directly to more
advanced ones. As a bonus, these often happen to be smart, sustainable,
and relatively cheap. Therefore we tested and demonstrated several
innovative monitoring tools for data collection in Myanmar. In all thematic
areas (e.g erosion, floods, subsidence, rainfall) we combined several smart
ways of collecting, analysing and using this data. We believe in an approach
that combines collecting data on the ground, using satellite data and using
this data as input for the models to turn this data into information that can
be used. It is in the combination and validation of these three types of tools
that delivers the best information. By making use of the complementarity
of the solutions and the start-ups and SME’s, this project showed the added
value and necessity of leapfrogging and that combining these types of data
leads to information one can act upon.
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WaveDroid

Easy wave measurement for coastal development

Myanmar’s unique long coastline offers ample opportunities for development,
including the establishment of deep sea ports and a flourishing tourism industry.
At the same time this strongly calls for clarity on how these developments should
take place to ensure sustainable economic successes.
Waves have a huge influence on coastal activities. For sea ports, they largely
determine how ships should maneuver and where breakwaters should be placed.
Tourist resorts require attractive beaches that do not suffer from strong erosion
due to wave action.
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So far, information on waves in Myanmar has been scarce and data collection was
expensive, difficult and involved heavy work. WaveDroid is an accurate, lightweight
and low-cost alternative: with a small motion sensor it measures wave speed,
height and frequency. It is 10 times cheaper than the regular options, easy to install,
provides real-time data and has GPS tracking to limit the risk of theft.
Testing WaveDroid
Wavedroid 1.0 was tested at Ngapali beach to understand local beach erosion
issues and WaveDroid 2.0 has been tested by the Myanmar Port Authority for an
off-shore LNG loading point at Yangon Port. Testing results were excellent,
WaveDroid provided accurate real-life data under all circumstances.
Using WaveDroid
Examples of where WaveDroid could be used are: wave climate studies (port
development, coastal development and protection) and operational wave
monitoring (port development and other coastal construction works).
Potential Clients
National and local government authorities (e.g. cities, hydrology departments,
meteorological departments and urban planning); International donors; Port and
transport authorities; Consultancy and engineering firms; Universities and research
institutes; Private sector (e.g. industry, energy providers, farmers and contractors).
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WaveDroid
Max Radermacher
email
max@h-max.nl
telephone +31 6 136 874 55
web
www.wavedroid.nl
name

FutureWater

Monitoring rainfall from space

FutureWater is a research and consultancy firm that combines scientific research
with practical solutions for better water management. For this project, FutureWater
worked on several activities to improve availability, accessibility and uptake of
rainfall information in Myanmar:
• Exploring options for downscaling of satellite-derived rainfall products to create an
operational high-resolution product together with Yangon Technological University.
• Providing capacity building to Myanmar water managers on the use of Google Earth
Engine (GEE) – a tool to access and work with satellite-derived data products.
• Constructing ‘RainMyanmar’, an online tool with an intuitive user interface for
extracting, analyzing and comparing spatio-temporal rainfall information for the
states, regions and river basins of Myanmar based on GEE technology.
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Testing FutureWater services
• RainMyanmar is presented and tested during a workshop with water
management experts in Myanmar in December 2018.
• To validate the downscaled satellite data, a dataset with ground data was
purchased from the Myanmar Department of Meteorology and Hydrology (DMH).
• For an ongoing service integrating different data sources, a combination with
the ground stations from Disdro could be useful.
Using FutureWater services
RainMyanmar is an ideal tool for any public or private sector stakeholder who needs
data on rainfall. It is also particularly useful for the scientific community to identify
trends on climate change, periods of droughts and rainfall events. Complying with
GEE license terms, it will remain freely accessible and is particularly intended for
development, research, and educational purposes.
Potential FutureWater clients
National and local government authorities (e.g. cities, hydrology departments,
meteorological departments and urban planning); International donors; Consultancy
and engineering firms; Financial sector (e.g. banking and insurance companies).
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FutureWater
name
Gijs Simons
email
g.simons@futurewater.nl
telephone +31 317 460 050
web
www.futurewater.eu
www.watermaps.eu/RainMyanmar

HKV Consultants

Making low-cost data collection accessible for data-scarce areas

HKV tested several solutions and tools in Myanmar. One of these tools, was HKV’s
Fishfinder - a flexible and low-cost sonar equipment originally intended to locate
fish, but also suitable for measuring depths and sediment. The purchasing costs
are 100 – 1000 times lower than conventional multibeam sonars and it can acquire
relevant data for dam reservoirs.
HKV’s portal on river navigability was also welcomed in Myanmar. As the depths
of waterways can change daily, an up-to-date system or dashboard on navigable
routes is a necessity for efficient use and maintenance of waterways. As a
knowledge transfer exercise, HKV and FutureWater gave a successful training
together on using Google Earth Engine (GEE) and access free and open-source
satellite data.
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Testing tools and delivering services in Myanmar
The Google Earth Engine training made free satellite data accessible for Myanmar
and was received so positively, that a second session was organised. HKV’s portal
on navigability was also considered very promising. The low-cost sonar Fishfinder
was tested successfully and provided good insights into the situation of dam
reservoirs.
Using HKV’s expertise
HKV’s portal on navigability can be used to manage and maintain waterways in a
more efficient manner. HKV’s Fishfinder is especially suitable to assess the
sedimentation conditions of reservoirs. The usage of Google Earth Engine can
provide valuable insights on a range of topics such as changing river patterns, the
influence of climate change and the risks and effects of floods.
Potential Clients
National and local government authorities (e.g. cities, hydrology departments,
meteorological departments and urban planning); International donors; Port and
transport authorities.
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HKV Consultants
name
Nicole Jungermann
email
n.jungermann@hkv.nl
telephone
+31 6 836 56 227
web
www.hkv.nl/en/

Shore Monitoring & Research

Modular survey systems, drones and local fisher boats –
integral data acquisition in places where others cannot go

Collection of parameters such as bathymetry and discharge by transforming a local
Myanmar fisher boat into a high-tech measuring tool: Shore’s unique and flexible
approach involves connecting high-tech sensors with local platforms, allowing even
remote areas to be reached and monitored while limiting mobilization and
operational costs.
Shore collected high quality data for a model and design study of the Pan Hlaing
sluice and to support the city of Nyaungdon in becoming more flood proof. Besides
the creation of clearly referenced benchmarks and collection of bathymetric data,
Shore created a digital 3D model of the Nyaungdon river banks with a drone.
Usually on the ground measuring campaigns are very costly, but Shore’s unique
and innovative approach shows a smarter and cheaper way to achieve the same
high-quality results.
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Testing Shore
Shore’s field campaigns in Myanmar were a big success. Shore taught its clients to
use the equipment themselves, as capacity building was one of their primary
objectives. This implies that not only high quality data on relevant river parameters
has been acquired, but the knowledge on how to acquire this type of data was also
transferred and part of the equipment stayed in Myanmar and is still being used.
Involving Shore
The tools of Shore can be asked for all projects that require data or related
consultancy on rivers and coasts, such as: coastal development, river system
insights, navigability, infrastructural development (e.g. sluices, dams, bridges etc.),
flood prevention and erosion prevention.
Potential Clients
National and local government authorities (e.g. cities, hydrology departments,
meteorological departments and urban planning); International donors; Port and
transport authorities; Consultancy and engineering firms.
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Shore Monitoring & Research
name
Roeland de Zeeuw
email
roeland@shoremonitoring.nl
telephone +31 6 812 802 30
weba
www.shoremonitoring.nl

SkyGeo

InSAR satellite data on subsidence and the ‘dancing rivers’ of Myanmar

Using InSAR monitoring, SkyGeo can see through clouds to measure the rate of
subsidence with accuracy to a millimeter from anywhere in the world. This is
extremely interesting for monitoring strategic infrastructure or other important
assets. Even though most of the satellite data can be obtained freely, processing
the data correctly is complex and requires specialized knowledge and expertise.
SkyGeo has developed and continues to improve an accurate, non-intrusive
surveying tool that can be remotely updated on a weekly basis, making it an
attractive option compared to traditional methods.
In Myanmar, SkyGeo’s approach led to astounding new insights on the subsidence
of Yangon and with SAR change detection the yearly erosion and sedimentation
patterns in the Ayeyarwady river were visualised.
Validating SkyGeo InSAR data
24

SkyGeo provided excellent results for the cities that it monitored, as well as for
analyzing river deposit movements. Validation of the data on the ground in Yangon
confirmed a high level of accuracy.
Working with SkyGeo
SkyGeo can be used to generate state-of-the-art knowledge on ground
deformation. These data are vital for further city planning and protecting current
assets. Combined with SAR change detection this can be used to assess the
stability of assets and monitor the movement of objects and rivers.
Potential Clients
National and local government authorities (e.g. cities, hydrology departments,
and urban planning); International donors; Consultancy and engineering firms;
Private sector (e.g. mining, energy providers, oil & gas operators, civil infrastructure
firm and contractors).
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SkyGeo
name
email
telephone
webaddress

Patrick Stoppleman
info@skygeo.com
+31 15 82 00 225
www.skygeo.com

Akvo

Using smartphones for easy data collection on water quality

Akvo Caddisfly is a simple, low cost, open source, smartphone-based water quality
testing system connected to the online data platform Akvo Flow. Using a special
strip to be dipped in a water sample, a color pattern appears which is interpreted
by the Caddisfly app. Akvo Caddisfly is fast, reliable and saves financial resources
by making sample collection, transportation and lab costs redundant. Testing can
scale up affordably, with data accessible and shareable via an online dashboard.
For designing effective surveys and collecting geo-tagged information, data and
images with smartphones, Akvo developed the data collection tool Akvo Flow.
Caddisfly and Flow are fully integrated and can both be used in remote areas, offline
and online.
Testing the Akvo tool in Myanmar
The testing of Akvo Caddisfly was done with great enthusiasm by approximately
26

10 volunteers in Myanmar who installed the app and collected data on water
quality along 30 - 40 monitoring locations. This data will be used as input for the
PhD research of 2 Myanmar PhD candidates at the TU Delft. This concept of “citizen
science” was received in a very positive manner.
Using Akvo for monitoring and enforcement
Akvo Caddisfly can be used to collect data about water quality on rivers, lakes and
groundwater. In the light of the rapid industrial development and the development
of more economic zones, the effects on the water quality could be severe. With
Akvo Caddisfly, water quality can be monitored and the source of pollution can be
traced back quite easily as the geolocation of the monitoring point is being tracked.
Depending on the required accuracy, different testing methods can be deployed.
Potential Clients
National and local government authorities (e.g. cities, hydrology departments,
meteorological departments and urban planning); Private sector (e.g. industry,
energy providers, farmers and contractors).
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Akvo
name
email
telephone
webaddress

Mert Blommestijn
mert@akvo.org
+31 6 28 57 95 29
www.akvo.org

Disdro

An acoustic rain meter with rhythm

Can cities predict where floods will occur during heavy rainfall? What are the best
solutions to minimize damage and take preventive action to save millions of dollars
in repairs related to floods and other rain damage? To answer these questions and
take adequate action, real-time rain monitoring is key.
Disdro is a smart rain meter: it measures rain acoustically. It can even tell the
difference between the size of rain drops and measures both rain intensity as well
as distribution. All due to the art of listening. Its real-time data are automatically
uploaded to a free platform for further analysis. Being robust and low-cost, Disdro
comes with zero-maintenance, easy installation and automatic data logging.
Testing Disdro in Myanmar
Together with local students, six Disdro’s were placed throughout Myanmar. The
long test campaigns in Myanmar allowed for extensive testing during which Disdro
28

has optimised the product for use in tropical climates. Version 3.0 performs
excellent now: it is able to cope with storms and extremely high temperatures and
is still completely reliable and accurate in its data collection and real-time transfer.
Students and experts from ITC Bago also collected data from traditional tipping
buckets and sent these back to the Netherlands for verification and learned Disdro’s
programming language.
Using Disdro
Disdro could be used for: collecting data on rainfall and detecting rainfall trends,
preventing city flooding and soil damage, protecting harvests, irrigation
infrastructures and creating city infrastructures and industrial zones that are safe
from rain damage.
Potential Clients
National and local government authorities (e.g. cities, hydrology departments,
meteorological departments and urban planning); International donors; Consultancy
and engineering firms; Financial sector (e.g. banking and insurance companies).
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Disdrometrics B.V.
name
Els Veenhoven
email
info@disdro.com
telephone
+31 15 744 0160
webaddress www.disdro.com

Mobile Water Management

Easy water level measuring with smartphones

Traditionally, measuring the water levels of rivers, (irrigation) canals and pumping
stations was time consuming, costly and prone to errors. Mobile Water
Management solved this by developing a simple and accurate mobile smartphone
application (app). It automatically reads the water level from a photo of the staff
gauge and sends this to a central database. It is not only easy, but also fast, reliable
and transparent. The app even accurately reads the water level when it rains, when
there is dirt on the scale, or when it is used from a few meters distance –
guaranteeing reliable data in every situation.
Testing the app in Myanmar
The app worked well in Myanmar. Also, many people wanted to participate since
they generally like taking photos and using their smartphone as a simple device
for taking measurements. The app was tested to measure water levels near the
Pan Hlaing sluice and its surrounding area and was also successfully tested in
30

irrigation areas in Thailand.
Using Mobile Water Management
Water levels can fluctuate enormously and quickly in Myanmar’s rivers, which is
particularly relevant to the construction of infrastructural projects in and around
rivers (e.g. dams, bridges), maintaining irrigation schemes, floods and irrigation
activities. In other countries, VanderSat and Mobile Water Management collaborate
on irrigation systems: VanderSat measures the needed amount of water and
Mobile Water Management assesses if enough water is available for irrigation
purposes. This type of application could also be interesting for Myanmar.
Potential Clients
National and local government authorities (e.g. cities, hydrology departments,
meteorological departments and urban planning); Consultancy and engineering
firms; Private sector (e.g. industry, energy providers, farmers and contractors).
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Mobile Water Management
Hajo Heusinkveld
email info@mobilewatermanagement.nl
telephone +31 15 700 97 27
web www.mobilewatermanagement.nl
name

VanderSat

Monitoring soil moisture from space

VanderSat has uniquely managed to use microwave satellites to measure soil
moisture levels at an unprecedented spatial and temporal resolution. This unique
set of data is a game changer for the water and agricultural sectors.
Not only are the data just as accurate as in-situ sensors and available on a
daily basis, it is also 1000 times cheaper in comparison to traditional methods
which require placing and maintaining numerous ground sensors. Furthermore,
VanderSat provides the data near real-time, distributing the information to their
clients within six to twelve hours after the satellite has passed. This way, quick
action can be taken to protect harvests and detect floods and forest fires. Using
satellites that have been in orbit around Earth for a long time enables VanderSat
to analyze trends starting from 2002 and in some cases even dating back to 1978.
VanderSat is able to measure the moisture of the top 5cm of soil, and has
developed methods to derive values for the entire rootzone, depending on the crop.
32

Testing VanderSat
For the testing in Myanmar, VanderSat placed 5 nests with ground sensors in the
vicinity of the Irrigation Technology Center (ITC) in Bago. The sensor data have been
continuously collected by ITC staff and sent back to the Netherlands. These ground
measurements have allowed VanderSat to verify and improve their satellite data
for Myanmar, ensuring accurate data for Myanmar and contributing to a better
understanding of the complex regional climate.
Using VanderSat
The data by VanderSat is useful for agricultural and water related activities (e.g.
providing irrigation advice by calculating evapotranspiration, and monitoring the
development of floods, droughts and weather patterns), for risk management (e.g.
harvest insurance, and analyzing crop failure) and to detect forest fires.
Potential Clients
National and local government authorities (e.g. cities, hydrology departments,
meteorological departments and urban planning); International donors; Financial
sector (e.g. banking and insurance companies); Private sector (e.g. industry, energy
providers, farmers and contractors).
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VanderSat
name
email
telephone
webaddress

Teije van der Horst
tvanderhorst@vandersat.com
+31 23 3690093
www.vandersat.com

VPdelta

Across the globe, urbanised river deltas and coastal zones are
increasingly experiencing the impact of climate change.
VPdelta creates fieldlabs for test- and showcase facilities,
connects entrepreneurs, scientists and governments,
accelerates start-ups and implements innovations. In addition
to promoting more effective water management in our own
delta and cities, field labs are a showcase for other water
managers in the Netherlands and beyond. By now, VPdelta
has set up experimental living labs in Europe, Africa and Asia
- including for this project in Myanmar - for local testing and
innovation, adapted to the specific country and its water
challenges.
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The Partners for Water project of VPdelta in Myanmar is called
“Leapfrogging Delta Management in Myanmar: Showcasing
smart information solutions in the Ayeyarwady Delta”. The
partners are:
Myanmar National Water Resources Committee (NWRC), Ministry
of Transport and Communications, Department of Water
Resources and Improvement of River Systems (DWIR), Ministry of
Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation, Irrigation and Water
Utilization Management Department, Irrigation Technology Center
(Bago), Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental
Conservation, Yangon Technological University, Myanmar Maritime
University, VPdelta, TU Delft, Disdrometrics, FutureWater, Akvo,
SHORE Monitoring & Research, Mobile Water Management, HKV
Lijn in Water, SkyGeo, Wavedroid, VanderSat.
This project is sponsored by Partners for Water, by the
Netherlands Enterprise Agency (RVO).
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VPdelta
name
email
telephone
webaddress

Marjan Kreijns
info@vpdelta.nl
+31 (0)15 278 78 43
www.vpdelta.nl
Photo by Frank Auperlé ©
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Investing in your future

This project has been partially financed
by the European Regional Development
Fund of the European Union

Contact TU Delft
Marjan Kreijns
Programme Director VPdelta / TU Delft
M.S.Kreijns@tudelft.nl
+31 6 18635619
Website: https://www.vpdelta.nl/en

Lindsey Schwidder
Project Manager Water Innovations
L.S.Schwidder@tudelft.nl
+31 6 16205229

More information https://www.tudelft.nl/myanmar

